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!. INTRODUCTION 

1. The Copenhagen European Council called on the Commission to present 
a White Paper on a medium-term strategy for growth, competitiveness and 
employment 

2. This decision followed an in-depth discussion between the Heads of State 
or Government based on a statement made by the President of the 
Commission concerning the prospects for the European economy, which 
pointed to insufficient job creation and declining competitiveness. The 
dossier presented to the European Council provided an illustration of this 
assessment but also recalled that the European economy had shown itself 
capable of shrugging off Eurosclerosis. 

3. The Community is facing mass unemployment. The present recession has 
sharply accentuated the problem. Over the past three years unemployment 
in the Community has risen sharply and now stands at 17 million people or 
around 11 % of the work force. Even after five years of steady growth, in 
1990, when unemployment reached its lowest level for a decade, there 
were still12 million unemployed in the Community, equivalent to 8% of the 
labour force. Yet the Community economy also has many strengths. The 
high growth (3.2%) and job creation (9 million new jobs) of the period 1985-
90 show that the Community can perform better. However, a better 
performance will be possible only if we tackle the causes of our problems 
and reestablish the conditions necessary for sound, job-creating growth. If 
the right policies were implemented, the Community could return by the 
mid-1990s to a path of strong job creation. A substantial reduction in 
unemployment would be attainable if society were prepared to make today 
the efforts which would bring higher employment and prosperity tomorrow. 
The Community must set itself the ambitious but realistic ~arget of creating 
at least 15 million new jobs, thereby hah!Ong the !ewal of unemployment by 
the year 2000. 

4, The Commission is continuing its reflections on the themes that dominated 
the discussion at Copenhagen: gro~h. competitiveness and employment. 
It is aware of the difficulty of the task, all Qhe more in that, if satisfactory 
solutions existed, the European counftries woUJid not have failed to 
implement them. We are facing an histollic Bind even dramaJtic challenge to 
our socisaies. Are they able to resis~ soonomic oledine and tile social 
regression thai would follow? 

5. Our intuition, backed by the renewed dynamism shown by the European 
econom•es from 1985 to 1990, is ihat Europeans can conceive a model of 
development in line with their traditions, pnsserving ~heir sodal model while 
adapting it, fully integrating technological progress and tile environment, 
offering to all the prospect of integration in society through work, social 
activity, participation as a citizen. 
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6. The reflections that follow are still too classical and much imagination will 
still be necessary to discover our 21st century. But they already offer 
something for the ministers in charge of economic policy to discuss. In the 
light of their observations, we will strive to continue to enrich the analysis 
and proposals. 

7. In its final form the White paper will not be binding. It will not be a demand 
legislative programme at Community level, still less a call for the e)(tension 
of Community responsibilities. It will propose: 

an analysis of the way in which the economy has behaved recently, 
with an indication of the lessons which may be drawn from the 
analysis, having regard to the diversity of national e)(periences and 
situations; 

a critical e)(amination of the conditions necessary for growth anal 
greater competitiveness in manufacturing and the service sector, anol 
of the "employment environment". 

a scenario for a new European model of development integrating alij 
the ideas already mentioned: sccess for all to employment, to an 
activity and to education, the pneservation of nstural capital, the 
improvement of our competitiveness, the measure of our autonomv 
and of our prosperity. 

8 It will highlight the factors that can improve the competitiveness oi 
Community enterprises over time: 

the opportunities offered by the world's most important single marnea 
now thst the Community ha~s $WSpt BJway the ba~rriers to trade 
erected over the last few deCBJdes and has created B!n open mB!rkeft 
in whidl goods, services and CB~pitsl move 1rsely io the benefit olf 
345 million people; 

the major contribution to the development of regions benefitting from 
programmes financed in the name of economic Bind social cohesionl; 

harnessing better the B!ccelerating pace of technological 
developments, particularly (but this list is noi e)(dusive) in the 
information-technology industry, the audio-visual ssctor anal in 
biotechnology; 

increased cooperation in the field of research and technologicaij 
development; 
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an efficient network of transport and telecommunications 
infrastructures both within the Community and towards our new 
partners in central and eastern Europe; 

a trading environment conducive to the development of world trade, 
with the Community as an open and reliable partner, assuming its 
full role as the world's greatest trading power. 

9. It will also emphasize the "employment environment": 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

the importance of educational priorities and of adapting and 
improving vocational training, particularly so as to meet the many 
changing requirements of working life; 

the rigidities that still hamper the operation of the labour market; 

the issues of work-sharing and the reduction in working time; 

the promotion of new job-creating activities. 

the costs of employment, and in particular the arrangements for 
taxing labour and calculating social security contributions, which can 
discourage employment, particularly of young people seeking their 
first toehold in the job market; 

The new challenges 

10. For twenty-five years or so the Community has experienced far-reaching 
economic and social changes some of which have gathered pace over the 
last ten years. Its problems of unemployment and growth stem from the 
adaptation of the Community economy, which was vigorously pursued in 
the run-up to 1992 but has proved insufficient to confront the changes in 
the world economy and to ieke full advantage of technological progress. 

11. These at times very rapid and radical "changes of decor'' give rise to a 
number of risks that must be contained. But they also afford enormous 
opportunities for a lasting recovery in growth and employment. There must 
be a change of attitude snd behaviour i'f the Community is to find suitable 
remedies for these problems and is to enBJble its economy to adapt to a 
constantly changing economic environment. 

12. The measures designed to create jobs are inseparable from those aimed 
at reviving growth and improving international compatitiveness. On the one 
hand, the present interdependence is irreversible and makes economic 
growth conditional on international competitiveness: losses in 
competitive-ness thus lead to losses in market shares and hence to job 
losses. On the other hand, the search for competitiveness must not be to 
the detriment of our objectives of prosperity and social progress. 
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13. In order to achieve the objectives set out in this White Paper and to restore 
the confidence of those in society and economic life, credible, resolute and 
coordinated action on the part of the Community and its Member States is 
needed. This action will be carried out while leaving the Member States to 
take specific measures tailored to their own circumstances. 

14. Since the 1970s, growth and employment policies have failed to solve the 
problems of unemployment. The e)(ception was the period 1985-90, when 
the perspectives of the single market and appropriate macroeconomic 
policies unleashed subsiantial growth and many jobs were created, but the 
opportunity was not taken to tackle to a sufficient e)(tent the underlying 
structural problems, as shown by the in11ationary pressures and policy 
imbalances that brought the period of growth to an end. A pronounced 
chBJnge of polici®s is needed in the Community, snd this will bs possible if 
it is accompanied by a change of aUitudes. New policies (adding to e)(isting 
instruments) and attitudes are required ~o take account of the important 
changes that have taken place in the last iwenty years owing to 
globalization and the fester pace of ~echnical progress rout sh~o to changes 
in society itself. 

15. The Community should set itself the tBJrget of creating at least 15 million 
new jobs, thereby halving the present rate of unemployment. This mea~ns 
an average BJnnual rate of employment creation of about 2.5% beiween 
1995 and 2000. 

16. Over the ne)(t five yesrs the labour force in the Community is e)(pected ~o 
increase by sbout 0.5% a yesr; if productivity per person employed were 
to continue to rise at the rate recorded in the Community during the period 
1973-90 ( 1. 9%), sn average annual growth rste of the order of 2. 5% would 
be needed mer®ly ~o pr®v®nt unsmploym®nt from clim~ing. To bring down 
unemployment, much more is nesdlsd: BJ combination o1 higher growth, but 
also growth with BJn incrsBJsed employment content. 

17. The strategy proposed to achieve this objective is composed of three 
inseparable siemsnts: 

faster economic growth, which has to be achieved within a stable 
macroeconomic 1rBimework; to thBlt end, the Community should ado pi 
an economic policy mi)( that would achieve sound growth of at least 
3% a year from the mid-1990s; 
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creating the structural conditions necessary for Community industry 
to be competitive on international markets, enabling the Community 
to maintain its living standards and to participate fully in the growth 
of international trade; 

structural changes in the "employment environment" in order to 
increase growth and the employment content of growth by at least 
half a percentage point on average. 

18. The formulation of a Community strategy combining these three elements 
is guided by the need for solidarity. The resulting economic growth would 
be translated into more jobs, and not just into higher incomes for those in 
employment. The Community must not call into question the basic 
principles of its hard-won levels of social protection since they underlie the 
cohesion and attractiveness of European society. Due regard being had to 
the extremely wide diversity of situations, it is for each Member State to 
devise the right combination of reforms consistent with the general 
guidelines proposed in this paper. 

19. Stronger growth requires the establishment of a stable macroeconomic 
framework as foreseen in the Treaty on European Union. It implies a 
reduction of interest rates that should impart a powerful boost to the 
Community economy, a reduction of public deficits, an increase in public 
saving, and wage developments compatible with price stability. Generally 
speaking, this calls for: 

maintenance of a stability-oriented monetary policy; 

consolidation of budgetary policy as growth picks up: budgetary 
policy must first achieve debt sustainability and make a substantial 
contribution to national saving; 

wage developments consistent with inflation targets: for some time, 
real wages would have to remain in global terms practically stable, 
with average nominal wage growth being consistent with inflation 
targets; as growth recovers, it will be possible to envisage a 
moderate rise of real wages per employee; as in the past, the 
increase in real wages should, in any event, remain 1% below 
productivity gains. Thus, it should be possible to devote a significant 
proportion of the productivity gains to the creation of new jobs. 
Genuine solidarity would be created between those with a job and 
those seeking one; 
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structural measures to improve the functioning of the European 
economy as well as decisions liable to strengthen confidence 
generally, such as the conclusion of a balanced agreement in the 
Uruguay Round, the enlargement of the Community and closer 
relations with our immediate neighbours. 

20. These measures should permit a recovery in the share of investment in 
GOP, which should increase substantially from the present 19% to around 
23-24%; most of this recovery would come from rebalancing the economic 
policy mix by restoring positive public savings (budget consolidation) and 
improving the profitability of investment (wage moderation). In return, wage 
earners are entitled to expect that the public authorities and enterprises will 
take all the measures necessary to create new jobs in industry as well as 
in market and non-market services. 

21. Economic policy should also take into account the changes taking place in 
the organization and nature of work. For instance, the new integrsted 
production and stock-management methods in manufacturing affect the 
transmission mechanisms for demand-side shocks and require greater 
investment in huml§ln CBJpitBJI. But this l§llso presuppo~es B~n l§ldB!pigJtion o~ 
workplace relationships geared towBJrds greater iniernsl ~®}{ibility for 
manpower management snd training. In addition, mBJrt<at signsls must be 
enhanced so that economic growth is compBJWole with the nsed for 
environmentally sust~inBible devslopment 

22. Returning to a stronger growth path also rsquires the adoption of measures 
to bridge the time ga1p beiwsen the present r®oo~sion and the time when 
the benefits of structural adjustment come through. Tackling the recession 
in the short term n~quires first Blnd foremost a res~orBJtion of confidence by 
establishing a credible balance between the components of economic 
policy: 

reliable medium-term budget consolidation programmes involving a 
switch of public expenditure aowards investment in human resources 
and physical capital; 

restoration of consistency between the inflation targets pursued and 
actual developments in all income groups, necessitating efforts to 
achieve greater tax equity; 

a reduction in short-term interest rates consequent upon the results 
achieved in redressing the economic situation; 

stimulation of public and private investment both at Community level 
(large networks) and at national level. 
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23. The structural changes needed to boost competitiveness and combat 
unemployment should be implemented alongside and in harmony with the 
macroeconomic strategy. 

24 The international competitiveness of the European economy has to be 
improved by building on Europe's comparative advantages. This is the only 
way in which to guarantee a high standard of living and the pursuit of social 
progress. Otherwise, we are condemned io decline. Part Ill examines the 
conditions for greater competitiveness. 

25. The Member States need to undertake substantial reforms of their 
employment environment (education and training regimes, employment 
legislation, labour market, government employment services, social 
protection) that combine solidarity and efficiency. These reforms are 
described in Part IV. 

26. Although pressure on costs is an essential part of any business strategy 
and of negotiation beNI!een the social partners, ii does not constitute the 
major factor of competitiveness. In particular, the reduction in wage costs 
cannot be the only response to competition from low-wage countries as this 
might engender a sharp decline in living standards and pose a threat to the 
structure of European society. A strategy to improve competitiveness based 
solely on an increase in the quantity of physical capital relative to labour 
would lead to further, pointless job losses. 

27. A strategy to improve competitiveness must henceforth be based on 
intangible aspects: it means above all investing in human capital and more 
effectively incorporating the various factors of competitiveness (research 
and innovation, work organization, product quality, new markets). 
Community industry could then concentrate on those areas where it 
possesses competitive advantages, i.e. high-valus-BJdded products and 
services, as this would result in jobs being created mainly in highly 
specialized areas in sectors exposed to international competition. 

28. The Community enjoys significant comparative advantages through which 
it can strengthen its position on European and world markets: a substantial 
human and cultural heritage enhanced by its diversity; a heavily and still 
evenly populated territory; an industrial and technological capital with many 
strengths spread over a wide range of activities; a long-standing tradition 
of social consensus and negotiation and consultation between the two sides 
of industry. 
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29. However, faced with the globalization of markets and the growing mobility 
of capital and technologies, these strengths are at risk, as evidenced by 
certain structural handicaps, in particular: inadequate presence on rapidly 
growing world markets; a pattern of industrial specialization that is tending 
to become ossified around sectors of moderate growth; difficuiRy in 
transforming fundamental scientific achievements into innovations that wi!~ 
open up new markets; a localized but persistent shortage of certain skills. 

30. Restoring and safeguarding the competitiveness o1 European enterprises 
in the international context of the 1990s has become a global chBllltenge. 
The search for global compemiveness means ~hat business strategies musR 
be designed so as to improve simultaneously the efiectiveness of all factors 
of production and that this search must be Bible ~o rely on an environment 
that provides the necessary resources in terms of skills, innovation po~eniia! 
and quality ini'rasiructures. Hence the neeo1 for pa1rtnership between 
enterprises and the public authorities with a view to e}{ploiting the 1ulij 
potential of whst some now re1er to ss "endogenous gro~h". Three factors 
in particular will illustrate this point 

the involvement of European enterprises in intemationaJI compe~iiion, 
notably through a1 redirecting o1 govern men~ measures for inc:h.llstry. 
towards horizon~SJI actions and growing mar~e~s. Bl olyn~mic policy o~ 
industrial cooperation with eastern Europe and other ~hird counaries, 
and initiatives aimed at creating a genuine frBlmeworn for 1airr 
competition at intsrnational level (viBJ the estBJ!k>lishment o1 a wor!~ 
trade organization); 

the exploitation o1 the knowledge-based economy through the 
promotion o1 intangible investment, the reorganizaJtion o1 worn 
around the sharing of information and Bl generBJiizsd seardl 1oii" 
quality, all o1 which require new criteria as regards public incenijves, 
notably to promote research; 

an ability to anticipate not only the modernizsiion of the productive 
system but also the new forms of demand. 

{a) The single market 

31. The legislation paving the way 1or a Community-wide single ma1rkei has 
been implemenied in a remarkably short time. The mens prospect openoo 
up by this single market has already engendered a quSJii~SI~hJe improvement 
in stronger competition; ii brought Blbout Bl period o1 sirong growfrh itril 
economic activity, investment Bind employment; it SJiso s~eeded up th~ 
process of modernization, leading to a subsianiial e}{pSlnsion in 
cross-border trade wiihin the Community. The posi~ive ®ffects o1 ahese 
changes can be measured and will not foe m.niMied by ~he presen~ 
recession. However, many of them have still to work through. Foli" ahe 
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potential of the single market to be fully exploited, action must focus on the 
following: 

monitoring and completion of the regulatory framework permitting full 
implementation of the four freedoms of movement; 

strengthening of the role of SMEs in the economy; 

development of a genuine trans-European infrastructure network. 

32. The monitoring and completion of the single market will take place 
especially on four fronts: 

* 

the initial legislative programme would have to be completed, 
including in a number of difficult areas such as the internal energy 
market; 

the application of the national provisions transposing Community 
directives into national law would have to be monitored jointly by the 
Commission and the Member States in order to assess and resolve 
the practical difficulties encountered. This would also allow the 
Commission to simplify and reduce to a minimum the rules and 
regulations within its remit; 

national public procurement administrations would have to cooperate 
more dosely so as to provide European firms greater economies of 
scale; 

the rules on competition and the control of state aid would have to 
be resolutely applied in parallel with the moves to develop the single 
market further and under conditions of transparency. An efficient 
competition policy will contribute towards eliminating market rigidities 
and improve flexibility in an increasingly dynamic economic context. 

33. Administrative cooperation is absolutely essential for efficient management 
of the single market, which also requires the establishment of an efficient, 
simple and reliable system of communication and data exchange between 
administrations. The establishment of networks would also impart a major 
stimulus to our information-technology and telecommunications industries. 

(b) Economic and social cohesion 

34. The more homogeneous is the European market, the greater are its growth 
prospects. By reducing regional disparities and levels of development within 
the Community, and by creating new opportunities for employment and 
investment through structural policies and the new Cohesion Fund, actions 
towards "economic and social cohesion" will make a substantial 
construbution to growth. 
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35. To measure the contribution of these policies towards supporting economic 
activity, it should be recalled that the annual amount of available finance 
will have grown from 5bn ecus before 1985 to 15bn ecus between 1994 
and 1999 devoted towards supporting projects in the areas of infrastructure, 
improving the environment, industrial modernisation and rural development. 

36. By reducing the deflationary effects of the necessary actions to stCAbilise 
public finances carried out at national level, roy helping distribu~e beiter 
people, activities and investments, improving cohesion is not only limiteol 
~o simple redistrilbu~ion: it creates for all ~he conditions of more h1a1rmonious 
and more vigourous development subsequently. It is worth reCBJiiing that of 
every 1 00 ecus invested in the least developed regions, 40 ecus on 
average benems ~he richest economies through ~rade or in the form o¥ 
markets. This posi~ive «:llyn<Slmic process should thus be oonsoliolsQ®d. 

(c) Promoting the operation a1nd development of SMEs 

37. While large en~®r(Orises are sble to benefit ~rom economies of Sca!le by 
resorting to the nsw fac~ors of competitiveness (research ~a~nt'l innovation, 
manpower tmininQJ, fBnanciBJI engineerirr1g), ~h@se ~BJctors sW!, ~o a large 
extent, represen~ comp~rlal~ively high fi){~d OO$i~ for SMEs. The !OJtngJ1ity ~nd 
reliability of SME servioss and their ~S}{ibility a~rs ina®~singly bsooming a 
factor in the competi~iv®nsss of l~aJrge ®n~eupfilb)®S ~h®m~~ives via the 
subcon~rading Bind ememalization of ~a1sks. 

38. Under the BJegis o1 parin®rship foetweer~ th® CC>mmuni~y BJnd ~h® Member 
States, between ths p~i!Jiic ~nd priv~t® s®dors, orr fo®~J®®Vl ~l§lrrge ~ndl smBIIi 
enterprises, a number of measures could help to $trengthen ta~nd promo~e 
the development of SMEs: 

administra~Uve rules aJnd praJctie®s would be reexamined wiih a view 
to simplifying them and alleviating the burden ~hey impose on SMEs 
in key sectors; 

new ftnancial1acilities would be offered to SMEs (ta){ concessions, 
interest-rate subsidies); 

cooperation beiween SMEs would roe encouraged via improved 
information and inasaseol ta~ssisaBJnce ( a~ation of bu$oness i'letworks 
and easier accsss to subcontra~cting); 

assistance for SME managsn~ would roe stepped up; 
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the service sector, which is a very promising source of job creation, 
should be stimulated by existing and future SMEs. 

These various actions could be presented as part of an overall programme. 

(d) Trans-European networks 

39 In the Community transpor~. energy and telecommunications services are 
considerably more expensive than in some of our main partners, e.g. the 
United States. Low-cost, efficient infrastructures which form networks at 
European level are fundamental to the competitiveness of European 
businesses. Initiatives to establish trans-European networks in the field of 
transport, energy and telecommunications will entail public and private 
investment with huge potential to create jobs and help revive growth. 

40. The establishment of such trans-European networks calls for action specific 
to each sector and the diminuation of certain obstacles encountered at 
present. However, certain key elements common to all must be taken into 
account: 

the very tight limits on growth of public expenditure on infrastructures 
necessitates new types of partnership between public and private 
financing, drawing on the considerable resources of the capital 
markets; 

the introduction of greater openness and competition in markets is 
necessary in order to reduce costs; 

the sluggishness of the administrative procedures involved in major 
projects must be overcome, in particular by means of "oledarations 
of European interest" to facilitate the carrying out and financing of 
projects; 

large-scale projects will be evaluated and selected on the basis of 
a cost-benefit assessment taking environmental impacts into 
account; 

interconnection and interoperability of networks and national systems 
must be facilitated by standardization measures; 

the Community contribution would be effective in terms of defining 
a European interest "label", for the financing of feasibility studies, 
and public and private investment. 

41. In the transport sector, a list of large-scale projects will be selected on the 
basis of their economic impact and maturity; the financing arrangements 
for each project will be worked out on a partnership basis. The public 
authorities should maintain their contributions at present levels and increase 
them as the financial perspectives improve. 
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42. In the case of energy transport networks, an advanced neiwork 1or the 
transport of gas and electricity should be available to firms and to ~he whole 
of the Community. This action goes together with the completion of the 
internal market in energy. It should contribute to the security of energy 
supply to the Community through interconnection with the producing 
countries. While respecting environmental constraints, the development of 
the networks implies simplifying procedures at the same time as relying on 
the optimal use of existing networks. 

43. Where telecommuniCB!tions services are conosmed, it will be neoossary io 
ensure the interconnection of networks and ~he inaeroperabili~y o¥ services 
in order to avoid the fragmentation of markets; a start should be made on 
advanced networks mSJkin~ ~or widespreBJd aJcooss ~o muitim~Srolil~ sentices. 
The Community should in ~his way help to lOromoie the cr®a~ion of new 
Europe-wide marke~s roy encouraging public and priv~ae inves~ment amcl 
speeding up liberalization. 

44. The new generation of telecommunications infrastructures, sometimes 
referred to as informaaion highways, will roe conceived in a new way. The 
relevant strategic projects will incorporBJte, ai one and ihe sBJme ~ime, ~he 
design of technological! csrriers (supply) SJnd of applications c~ening ll..!p new 
markets (demand}. Through such projects, ~he public au~horiiies will bring 
together the mu~ua!ly dependent panies responsible ~or ane design and 
operation of three levels thai will in iutuna make up ~elecommunications 
networks: 

the carrier neiworns for the transmission of information (ifi"itegra~ed 
services digital networks and broadband networks), 

generic services (access ~o iniormation, elec~ronic mail, and 
interactive video services, whid"i will in particular enable ieleworking 
to be developed), 

telematicapplicstions (administrBJtions, distance learning, heslth care 
and transport). 

Ultimately, hundreds of thousands of jobs could be created in this area. 

45. Harnessing technological progress, as a way of crea~ing new markets 
cspable of generating new jobs, is primauily tha responsibility of businesses. 
They can make innovation an instrument of their strategy. 
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46. The public authorities nevertheless have the task oi helping to f~cilitate the 
spread of new technologies by establishing a framework in which they can 
be matched to the aspirations of society. This is the case in particular with 
new information technologies and biotechnologies which are bringing about 
an upheaval in lifestyles, working arrangments, and consumption patterns, 
generating both opportunities and new responsibilities. 

4 7. New technologies are themselves the fruit of joint research and 
development. Here too, complementarity of tasks as between the public 
authorities and businesses is essential to make the most of the resources 
devoted to investments. 

48. Information processing and transmission determine the efficiency of any 
organization. The spread of information and communications technologies 
(ICTs) will result in productivity gains, more growth and less inflation. Their 
growth potential for the ICT industries and all the sectors of the economy 
which benefit from them is enormous: the more competitive the ICT 
industries are, the more jobs they create upstream and downstream. 

49. The pressure of competition and globalisation will force firms to structurally 
adapt and to exploit all the gains in productivity. The ICTs offer large 
opportunities as long as they are used appropriately. 

50. They also present risks that should not be under-estimated: cultural 
exclusion or through lack of qualification, more generally, emergence of a 
two speed society. The economies that succeed in implementing change 
under good conditions will gain considerable advantage. 

51. The smooth and beneficial assimilation of ICTs calls for the development 
of a common information area within the Community. This common area 
should optimize the performance of several indivisible components: the 
information itself; the hardware, components and software; the 
telecommunications infrastructure including the physical infrastructures, 
applications and related new services; and trained users. Better use of the 
possibilities offered by information and communications technologies can: 

* 

·* 

create new service markets; 

facilitate the provision of services by the private sector, which means 
a new partnership between the private and public sectors, for 
example on training; 

accelerate the administrative decision procedure; 
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52. A strategy aimed at the creation of a common information area should be 
defined. It should contain specific proposals aimed at: 

• 

• 

* 

* 

disseminating best practices and developing European applications 
of ICTs, a fundamental objective because of its contribution to 
restoring growth and strengthening competitiveness; 

continuing the liberalisation of the telecommunications sector in 
order to promote initiative in the information society. For the user 
there should be a varied choice of basic services and inexpensive 
communications tariffs; 

accelerated normalisation in order to establish an European 
information area out of fragmented communcation regions; 

developing trans-European telecommunications infrastructures; 

facilitating technology take-up and strengthening the European 
information and communications industries. 

53. Progress in biotechnology can bring about a considerable improvement in 
competitiveness and growth potential for a wide range of agricultural and 
industrial activities which account for some 9% of Communicy GOP, and 
open up new possibilities in service sectors. li has been forecast that world 
turnover in biotechnology could be multiplied by 1 0 between 1992 and the 
year 2000. 

54. While Community biotechnology firms are highly competitive, their 
development is hampered by unfavourBJble fadors: a relatively low level o~ 
private investment in RTD, a regulatory framework: which is not ye~ 
adequately based on Disk: assessment, a~ndl public concern CBJused to a 
large extent by insufficient informa~tion. 

55. To achieve a fuller realizBJtion of the Community's inherent strength urn 
biotechnology, the following guidelines are proposed: 

a review of ~he regulstory 1rl8lmeworn BJnd BJ rsinforoom(Snt of the 
scientific support ~o regulstion; 

greBJter conoontrBJtion of R&D on ~he most promising amaas sno1 
strengthened cooro1instion between ~he Community snol Member 
States; 

the creation of a network: of ~misting snd new biotachnology science 
parks to promoaa incresseo1 contads beiwaan lalCBJdemic instiiutions, 
research laborstories and firms; 
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greater account of ethical aspects of biotecnnological research and 
development. 

56. Compared with its main competitors, the Community's efforts in the field of 
research and technological development are average and diminishing. To 
stay attractive, and do its share in relation to the research needs of the 
developing world, the Community must step up its efforts, especially in the 
private sector. However, the effectiveness of current research spending 
could be considerably improved by reorganization, greater cooperation and 
more effective pooling of certain achievements. 

57. To achieve the objective of a gradual increase in the relative share of RTD 
up to 3% of GOP, appropriate measures should be taken to promote RTD, 
e.g. steps to ease the statutory burdens on companies and research 
bodies, encouragement for the training and retraining of scientific and 
technical staff, financial instruments to encourage the dissemination of 
innovation, research tax credit systems and measures to encourage 
research financed by companies in universities. The private sector should 
take responsibility for a bigger proportion of research efforts. 

58. RTD in the Community is suffering not. only from a level of investment 
which is lower from that of its main partners, especially where the private 
sector is concerned, but also from a lack of concentration and coordination 
at various levels of RTD carried out within the Community, including dual
use research (civil and military). Also, quite often the transition from 
research to the exploitation of innovation on the market is difficult. 
Therefore pluridisciplinary and multisectoral concertations should be 
systematically organised involving industry, public authorities and users. 

59. The dissemination of the results of research for the benefit of SMEs should 
be organized much more systematically, either at the initiative of university 
centres or around large companies. The various centres of scientific 
excellence at present concentrated in a few cities and regions of the 
Community should be encouraged to increase their e}(changes with the 
peripheral areas, so as to make greater use of the advantages of diversity 
and cross-fertilization of knowledge. Inter-firm cooperation through joint 
ventures, mobility of researchers between universities and companies, 
adequate communication networks and relay centres for the spread of 
technology are all channels to be supplemented or encouraged. 

60. It is the responsibility of the public authorities to maintain an adequate level 
of fundamental research, and to step up cooperation in strategic areas of 
"dual" military and civil research. They should also select promising long
term options by designating "mega-projects" in areas reflecting the major 
international needs of the nem two decades, e.g. multimedia, environment, 
health and biotechnology. The e}(ample of eco-technologies is emremely 
significant in this connection. They represent a genuine break with 
traditional production processes, transform the product life cycle and alter 
the entire production process upstream and downstream. This process calls 
for determination, continuity of action and encouragement from public 
authorities. New large-scale initiatives could be defined on the basis of 
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ggn~enation Oetween the national research bodies, companies and the 

·~~········-·~!'"· .,.JaaflfiB th~ orocedUf9S and instruments of Community 
researcn wnen::: nec"'::o::oeu--y. Tl·•e Comm'-''"''-Y progran-H'Y'IGS ShOUld be 
reviewed and allocated appropriate funding with this aim in view. 

61. The countries of Central and Eastern Europe and the developing countries 
offer scope for the expansion of RTD activities which could be promoted by 
effective technology transfer mechanisms. 

D. The Community as an open and reliable partner 

62. Open markets with free competition is one of the objectives of the Treaty 
of European Union. The Community has a profound interest in promoting 
open markets, outside as well as inside the Community. They are a key 
element for international competitiveness: within the Community, they 
facilitate the international division of labour and the assignment of 
resources where they are most efficient, and allow Community industry to 
purchase goods and services for intermediate consumption or to raise 
capital in the best available conditions world-wide. The development of 
newly industrialized countries and of countries in economic transition, in 
particular in Central and Eastern Europe, rather than being a threat, offers 
above all important new business opportunities for Community industry and 
is an encouragement for Community industry to specialize further in highly 
value-added goods and services. 

63. The Community keeps as a priority of its emernal economic relations the 
swift conclusion of the Uruguay Round, with a balanced agreement and 
effective implemsntation of the resulis. 

~- A world trade organization to be created as a result of the Uruguay Round 
must, without exception, be based on multilateralism, both in spirit and in 
practice. The way a new multilateral organization would operate must take 
~ccount of ofther economic realities such as currency movements, capital 
flows, the need· to share the cost of environmental protection fairly and to 
d®liver the social progress to which everyone has a right by a gradualist 
approach compatible with economic progress. 
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65. The Community needs to seek agreement on a system of mutual 
consultation and cooperation with competition authorities of third countries, 
and a set of international rules to solve competition cases involving several 
jurisdictions or having an effect on international trade should be established 
in the context of a multilateral trade organisation. 

66 In the context of the liberalization of global trade, the integration of eastern 
Et;rope and the former Soviet Union into the world trading system will 
contribute to the strengthening of growth in these countries and the world 
in general. 

67. The Community's neighbours, such as the countries of central and eastern 
Europe and of the Mediterranean basin provide a growing opportunity to 
Europe as a source of growth. It should remain an important plank of our 
external economic policy to reinforce our aid to these countries in their 
varying needs for economic development without affecting the level of aid 
to LDCs. 

IV. WORKING FOR JOBS 

68. Looking back over the past 25 years, we can see that the European 
Community economies have turned in roughly comparable performances 
with our principal partners in terms of growth, but that there are very great 
differences in terms of employment and unemployment trends. In other 
words, the key to the employment issue lies also in the way our economies 
function, with the growth in structural unemployment being due not so much 
to the generally comparable performance of our economies as to the wider 
"employment environments" on which they are based. 

69. By "employment environments" we mean the complex whole comprising the 
educational environment, the labour market (in firms or used in a more 
general sense) as structured by labour law, and social protection schemes 
associated with the different types of occupational status. Any changes 
affecting the various components in an employment environment will thus 
depend on different sets of players: national and local authorities, 
undertakings, and the social partners. The employment policy failures of the 
1980s can be explained to a great extent by the complex nature of these 
relations and by the fact that the various partial initiatives failed to take 
them into account properly. 

- Thus, the deregulation of work has certainly enhanced the external 
flexibility of the labour market, but has failed to take into account the 
potential benefits of internal flexibility, i.e. improved human resources 
management in firms. 
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- Similarly, restricting the cover or reducing the intensity of the 
unemployment insurance system does encourage people to work, but 
also exacerbates the risk - in the absence of any other provisions - of 
creating a downward spiral from dependence on public assistance 
benefits through apathy to social exclusion. 

- The multiplicity of measures aimed at particular groups - e.g. the long
term unemployed, young people, single mothers or the disabled - has 
only succeeded in creating an excessively complex web of systems. 

- The increase in atypical employment contracts is, in some countries, 
tending to place the flexibility burden exclusively on new entrants to the 
labour market. 

70. It is important, then, to bear in mind thi~ complexity and the diversity of 
national employment environments in weighing up the relative benefits of 
any recommendation. One thing is sure, and that is that ignorance of these 
interdependent relationships will lead, in the long run, to less equality in 
terms of access to employment and to a division of work and income which 
are systematically unfavourable to certain sections of the population. 
Conversely, we shall only be able to overcome this inherent inconsistency 
by a collective and concerted effort involving all the economic players, and 
by making simultaneous use of all the employment environment instruments 
at our disposal. Given this element of interdependence, it would seem that 
any moves to improve the employment environment should concentrate on 
five major issues: 

- the basic issue: education and training policies 

- improving the way the labour market works, centred around and within 
undertakings 

- work sharing and an active employment policy 

- promoting jobs to meet new needs 

- finally, the problem of labour costs 

71. For some time now, the Member States of the Community haviS been 
tBJking a serious look Bit the education issue. In 1a11most Bill coun~rnss, mBJjor 
reforms have been set in motion over the past ten yeBJrs. Public resources 
s~rmarkeol for edueta1tion have been boosted, BJnd their proportioi'ila~~e share 
of public e){penoliture incraased with a~ view to streng~hening vocationBJI 
tr~ining or maJking more uniwrsity piSJCS$ BJvailable or improving ane quality 
of primary school teaching, etc. 

72. T~re has alsooosn e1 tendency !o nsrrow the ga1p between what has often 
b~n a confrontattbM~1 view of e"ducati119 a~ lndiviolual versus businesses' 
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need for qualified manpower. As regards initial ":.9-cational training, there has 
been greater recognition of the importance of in-house training schemes, 
the effect being a growing convergence of national education systems. 

73. Despite all these efforts, there is still a good deal of criticism of national 
education systems, both from the users and within educ3tional circles. more 
especially, the initial training of young people tends to be ineffective. The 
average level of training in the Community is too low, with 42% of young 
people leaving school with a secondary-level certificate, compared with 75% 
in the USA and 90% in Japan. The same order of discrepancy is found in 
higher education, and the percentage of people leaving school with no 
qualification - 25 to 30% of young people - is very high, making the dole 
queues even longer; 

7 4. The lack of qualification is, along with the inadequate supply of jobs, the 
main factor preventing young people from finding worn. The most seriously 
affected are young people with no basic qualifications, who are four times 
more likely to be unemployed than their better qualified colleagues. 

75. In addition, a substantial number of adults, in work or unemployed, lack the 
elementary basic knowledge to be able to cope with even a modest change 
of skills, while illiteracy, inarticulateness and innumeracy are still rife. The 
facilities for providing retraining or refresher training for professionals, 
manual workers, technicians of managerial staff are frequenily unsuitable 
or quite simply non-existent. 

76. There results the paradox of the coexistence of higher and higher 
unemployment together with a lack of qualified labour that prevents firms 
from developing their activities. This points to the need to achieve 
qualifications of an appropriate level as well as targeted to the occupations 
in demand. , 

77. Not all the shortcomings can be blamed on schools. The breakdown in 
family structures, growing unemployment and demotivation, and the 
declining status of the teaching profession are all problems whose roots lie 
in society itself. 

78. Judging by certain successful experiments and innovatory measures in the 
Member States, it is possible to make out certain elements of a cultural 
shift characterised not just by the reform of schools as such, rout also - and 
incr-easingly - by a move towards a society which is more open to tesching 
aRd learning: 

~ Firstly, we are seeing a reform of education content, mindful of the 
"know-how'' element without neglecting knowledge for ~ -own.~e."~nd 
enhancing the ability to learn, to do, to communicg)t~. lo ~ .:~ a 
member of a team, to diagnose problems, to monitor quality, and td be 
a critical judge of performance. 
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oft Secondly, there is a trend towards decentralisation, engendering new 
forms of cooperation at local level, between universities and schools (e.g. 
with refresher courses for teachers), and between schools and 
businesses. 

oft Thirdly, it is up to the national authorities to address such matters as the 
quality of teaching, the compatibility of diplomas and certificates, ihe 
standardisation of vocational skills (as a guarantee of equal 
opportunities), and labour market mobility; hence the need for 
cooperation at Community level, with a view ai ihe same iime io 
facilitating the mobility of students and young professionals in a "training 
area" on a European scale. 

79. The greatest innovation we shall have ~o achieve over the next few years, 
though, will be ihe transition to a form of education which is available 
throughout a person's life, and to a new division of everyday life into work, 
training, leisure time and voluntary work in clubs and 8Jssociations. 

80. To this end, new a1nd ambitious policies are needed, bringing together- ©Jq 
national and regional levels - business inierests and the social partners. 
First snd foremost we need ~o widsn scooss to vocaiional ~raining, 

particularly in small and medium-sized businesses. With further training 
becoming an essential rondi~ion for holding on to a ~rob or changing jobs, 
and with the need io improve and intensify our arrangements for geUing 
young people into work, there musi be guBJrBln~eed ri~ht ~o initial BJno1 
coniinuing ~rB!ining throughout a person's active li~e. Rraoo~li1iiion oHhis righ~ 
must go hand in tuaJnd wijth moves ~o ®nhane® ~hta iru~ivi{'ju@JI's moiivai!on 
and sense of responsibility. This should roe mBJde a priority issue for social 
dialogue at European level. 

81. The question of how continuing training arra1ngsments should be funded i~ 
back on the agenda, with a wide range of needs to be met Various sources 
of funding a1re possible, including trsinee-pSJiiicipBJ~ion. There BJre other 
measures - of a partial or experimental nature - such ss the introduction 
of tSlX incen~ive schemes, ~he imposition of Bl minimum level of tra1ining 
investment for firms, training voucher schemes, training savings schemes 
~nd muaualisaftion. Ali ~lltese oWer a vt~wie~ of ins~rum®nts for eni1Blncing 
workers' skills. They should be put to the fullest possible use. 

82. There are not one rout severBll labour markets: !oca~i, n~tional and s!:\ill
relatsd. BeetaJuse of ahe way the various mBJrkeis ~re interrela~ed, Bli1W 

malfunction B11i'eding one of them will ineviftably a1Wed the o~hers ~oo. There 
is a crucial cmd ill-perceived inierrs!BJRion toeN!een ~he ic~l emp~oyment 
market and the skills mB1rket wi~hin a 1irm. Mention is ofien ma~de of ~h0 
discrepancy between firms' needs in terms of quB111ieo1 maJnpower BJnd ih® 
local supply situation, but not much ~hought ftends ~o b® given io hew firms' 
internal adjustment problems affect ihe local market None~he!ess, the more 
a firm adjusis its manpower resources by making people redundant or by 
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having recourse to fixed-duration contracts, the greater the risk of 
unemployment and the more prohibitive the external costs become. 

83. Malfunctions on the labour market thus have to be tackled on two fronts: 
on the employment market proper, and within firms themselves. 

84. As regards the employment market centred on undertakings, the initial effort 
in many countries is aimed at the way the employment services and 
agencies work. They have a central role to play in the enhanced 
anticipation of skill-related supply and demand, which means that they must 
be in close contact with firms and public administrations and with local 
training providers. In many cases, getting the social partners involved in the 
running of these services has proved to be a fruitful approach. Many 
countries have successfully organised cooperative schemes along these 
lines in a given area of employment. 

85. The improvement of external flexibility raises the challenge of reducing 
certain interprofessional barriers and poses the questions of maintaining the 
integrality of the criteria under which the professions operate. Greater 
movement between professions, supported by specific training efforts could 
contribute towards loosening certain bottlenecks in the labour market as 
well as in the education system. 

86. These services or agencies are required to make a special effort to find 
jobs for young people or for unemployed people in trouble. The essential 
thing here is to devise, with the help of firms and local associations, 
employment schemes featuring individual and ongoing counselling facilities. 

87. Improving the internal flexibility of companies' human resources 
management is a fundamental objective. This will go hand in hand with new 
performance conditions, breaking with the Fordist-type work organisation 
model. This will require a new type of employment contract, with employees 
becoming more involved in their firm and the firm investing in human 
resources. This new relationship will be reflected in new forms of flexibility 
in terms of multi-skilling, performance-related pay at the level of firms and 
of their employees, and different ways of organising working time. 

88. Multi-skilling is essentially a function of lifelong learning arrangements. The 
social partners will be mainly responsible for enhancing the worker training 
process at various levels of negotiation and bargaining. 
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89. Certain firms have taken the lead in recognising the quality of collective 
work, thus helping to make traditional worker participation schemes more 
effective. In more general terms, though, collective bargaining should 
address the full range of corporate efforts to improve workers' qualifications 
and opportunities for advancement. 

90. The way workers' working time is managed has always been one means 
of gearing manpower resources to actual needs. Permanent overtime, early 
retirement or the use of programmes for the disabled have all been 
important means of making such adjustments while avoiding having ~o 
make inroads into the normal daily or weekly working pBlttern. Nowadays, 
this standard pattern might be seen as an obs~Blde to the necess'3lry 
internal flexibility, and more particularly to the op~imum uiilisBiiion o1 
production capaciiy in industry, ~he servi~s and public adminisirBJ~ion. 

91. Far from being contrary to business compemveness, ~ny profound change 
to such working 1ime patterns must be v~ewed iril harrmony wi~h ~he 

competitiveness fac~or. I~ CSJn also be the souroo o1 ri!SlW jobs, more 
panicularly by making increased use of pBlr'Hime warning, or by reduciriig 
the annual working time by one meBJns or ano~her. 

92. The succsss or ortherwise of such moves- in ~erms ©J1oompeaiaiverilr&~ss B~nd 
job creation -will of course depend on ol®ooril~mii~ed ~pp~ie8l~ion ~t oompamy 
and administration level. 

93. This is such a novel move, though, ihai a ~anking and inoon~ivs operation 
will be needed on ihe pan oi ihe auihori~ies. The inoon~ivs &Jspeci should 
be by reference to medium-~erm global objectives, ~o ensure ih@i ihere are 
enough bold innovators willing io ~SJke ih~ plunge; ~h® ilaJfilking m®BJsures 
must concentrate on social protection 1aciliiie~ BJnd r®ducing the negative 
effects of ihs iower level oi income rasuliirilg 1rom s r®IOJualion in individusl 
average working hours. 

94. The organisation of working time and the reoluctioril in average working iime 
can ~md must roecome s mea~ns of giving 1inns BJ romp®mive edge, oN~ning 
workers the chance to mBJke better use of their free iime and to orgBlnise 
their lives more sstisfactorily, especially their family ~fife. This wiii in iaself 
tend io create jobs engendered by new needs, e.g. family help for psrents 
working part-time, snd oiher jobs resuiiing from laosuna, ru!tural or trBJinirog 
activities also as people learn to organise ~heir ~ime foetler. 
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95. Past experience in a number of Member States shows that these new 
needs can create considerable new potential, provided the loc'!il supply and 
demand situation is allowed to develop. We are talking here about jobs 
which correspond to a real need and which are closely c.ssociated with a 
better way of organising social life and of running urban and rural 
communities alike. It will be up to local authorities, ~~ cooperation with 
societies and associations, to create the right conditions for meeting these 
needs. One way of stepping up the pace of change would be by issuing 
"service vouchers", giving potential users access to the services they need. 
There is a rich seam of jobs to be worked here, especially for people 
deemed to be "unskilled", but who are quite capable of devoting their 
talents to satisfying such needs. 

96. The inadequate supply of offical local services is also connected to the 
excessive cost of relatively unskilled or average-skilled work In other 
words, the excessive cost of labour, in particular of less or averagely skilled 
workers, handicaps employment. This is a general problem which has led, 
throughout the Community and in all sectors of activity, to unskilled labour 
being substituted too quickly from relatively unskilled labour. 

97. To promote the maintenance of employment and the creation of new jobs 
without reducing wages, it is necessary to reduce non-wage costs, i.e. 
statutory contributions (including taxes and social contributions of employers 
and employees) affecting employment. They account on average for more 
than 40% of all labour costs in the Community. As such, they are much 
higher than in Japan (20%) or the United States (30%). Statutory 
contributions on labour have increased by 40% since 1970 and now 
account for more than 50% of total statutory contributions in the 
Community. 

98. High non-wage costs are a deterrent to employment. They encourage the 
replacement of labour with capital, favour the black ®conomy, are 
particularly damaging to SMEs - in particular because of the complexity of 
administrative requirements- and may at times even be a factor prompting 
t~ relocation of investment or activity. The higher employment costs are, 
the more likely it is that work will become the adjustment variable where 
demand is flagging; increased unemployment leads to higher social 
contributions to be shared among fewer employees, and hence to higher 
labour costs, thus creating a vicious circle of spiralling labour costs. 
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99. Efforts should be made to bring down non-wage costs, more particularly for 
lower skilled labour. In most of the Member States, non-wage costs tendl 
to act as a disproportionate burden on the lower paid workers. In particular, 
labour should not be taxed more heavily than capital, which often enjoys 
better treatment than labour as regards both the level and efficiency o1 
taxation. It is thus a matter of rebalancing the structure of statutory 
contributions affecting the different factors of producing {labour, capital 
limited natural resources) so as to promote rather than discourage 
employment. 

100. The Member States should adopt the objective of reducing non-wage costs 
of labour by between one and two points of GOP in the medium term; this 
figure could be higher or lower depending on Member States' tax structure_ 

101. Cuts in social contributions could be partially flnancsd by the contributions 
of the newly-employed, by savings in unemployment benefiis resulting from 
lower unemployment and by better control of public spending so as to 
increase its efficiency. Given the current state of public finances, revenue 
losses would have to be compensated in mos~ instances. Among the 
various options available, measures should be chosen that olo noi have a 
negative enact on the compsmiveness of Communi~y industry: 

- environmental tames or ~a}(es em energy and scaroo natural resources; 
for instance, ~he C02 /energy ia}( proposed roy fthe Commission in i 992 
could generate revenue of around 1% of GNP; other op~ions sre taxes 
on polluting or energy-consuming equipment; some of ~hese ta}(es would 
have ~he advantage of intemalising the environrmen~al costs, although in 
all cases they should be predid:able and flsCBJI neutrBJiity should be 
guaranteed so as not to hanoliCBJp sectors which are e}(posed to 
international competition and appropriate fisCBll inceniives should be 
studied; 

- consumption taxes, which may take different forms, such as increases 
in duties on alcohol or tobacco, or a possible increase in VAT; 

- taxation of income from financial CBJpital as proposed by the Commission 
in 1989. which. would in addition have the advantage of maJC{mg more 
advantageous the flow of savings to productive investment and ths 
creation of firms. 

Naturally an in-d(Spth study should be undertaken into the effects and the 
combina!ron of the different possibili~ias. 
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V. TOWAfRDS A NIEW IECONOIVHC DIEVrElOPMlENY MODElL 

102. The reforms outlined above highlight the need for substc:r:tic:! structural 
changes so as to create jobs, to bring about a reviva; in grov..rth and to 
improve competitiveness. They are necessitated in part by changes in 
society but will also themselves have a direct impact on tho problems in 
society. There is, of course, no question of the Community adopting a 
uniform development model, but certain questions raised by the proposed 
reforms are common to all Member States. The Community's response to 
these questions will, in the long run, give rise to the emergence of a new 
European model of development. 

103. A basic challenge of a new development model is to rectify the current 
misconception that there is a negative relationship between environmental 
protection and the quality of life in general, on the one hand, and economic 
development on the other. 

104. Many policy decisions in the fields of taxation, subsidization, competition, 
infrastructure, lsbour organization, land use, urban renewal and planning, 
were developed over time and as circumstances have dictated, on the basis 
of considerations no longer compatible with the goal of sustainable, 
environment-friendly development. The same applies even more so to 
sectoral policies in the fields of energy, transport, industry snd agriculture, 
where a number of choices made in the 1950s and 1960s should be the 
subject of a major review. 

105. The ultimate goal of a new economic development model is to bring the 
economic framework into line with the need for sustained growth, better 
competitiveness, high employment, a healthier environment and a society 
in which all can actively participate. 
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